ABSTRACT: Student modeling is a central problem in Intelligent Tutoring Systems design and development. In this way, the characteristic that distinguishes this type of system is the ability to determine as accurately and quickly as possible the student's cognitive and affective-motivational state in order to personalize the educational process. Therefore, the fundamental problem is to select data structure to represent all relative information to student and to choose the procedure to make the diagnosis. This paper describes a model for knowledge engineering inherent to all intelligent tutoring system, using the LC-Conceptual clustering algorithm, from logical combinatorial pattern recognition. This algorithm builds the objects clusters based on their similarity, using a grouping criterion, and it also builds the property (or concept) that meets each group of objects.
Introduction
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) are programs to manage knowledge about a certain area or subject with the purpose of transmitting this knowledge to the students through an individualized interactive process. ITS also try to simulate the way a tutor guides the students through the teaching-learning process. "Intelligent" refers to the system ability on what to teach, when to teach and how to teach, simulating the role of a real teacher. To achieve this goal, ITS should find relevant information about the students learning process and apply the best instructional way, according to their individual needs [1] .
ITS [2] are divided into three basic modules. The Student Module stores the students' characteristics according to their knowledge level. This module determines what the students know and from this point, it can be inferred what to teach and how to teach it. This information is represented in the Domain Module and the Training Module.
The knowledge-based systems [3] are valid artificial intelligence techniques to build ITS, due to their related approaches.
Those systems use specific domain knowledge.
The solution obtained is similar to the one given by a skilled person in the problem domain. ITS use stored information about the student characteristics, to adapt the didactic material to the subject that is taught.
The current trend is aimed at using artificial intelligence techniques in the implementation of ITS in some of their modules. ITS use artificial intelligence techniques in the Domain Model, such as: frames and Bayesian networks. The Educational module implementation uses plans, production rules, neural networks, semantic networks and Bayesian networks. In other developments, the approach is to develop the student model using techniques such as: Bayesian networks; Bayesian Markov Chain Clustering [4] , ontologies; fuzzy logic; machine learning [5] ; and case-based reasoning [6] .
The logical combinatorial pattern recognition [7] can be applied to solve problems in most knowledge areas such as: character recognition, medical diagnosis, remote sensing of the earth, human face identification and fingerprints, forecast breaks in machinery and equipment, signal analysis and biomedical imaging, automatic inspection, blood count, archeology, mineral deposit forecasting, analysis of seismic activity and document classification. Early applications are founded on [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and specifically conceptual grouping on [9] .
In particular, it is clear that ITS development requires not only application domain knowledge, but also programming and artificial intelligence skills, which are difficult for one person to have them all together. According to this, the development of such systems is possible only with a multidisciplinary approach.
This research begins with the first ideas published in [9] , and it is based on the facilities that conceptual clustering algorithms offer to modeling student implementations. This allows structuring the universe of knowledge and finding out the meaning of each structure qualitatively. This conceptual clustering provides the concept which is implicit around the properties met by the contained objects in every structure, in such a way that it reflects qualitatively what the specialist handles within the area and context of the problem to be solved.
Intelligent Tutoring System Modules
The architecture presented in [10] brings together the elements most commonly used, and it is summarized in the statement that ITS are composed by a domain module, a student module and an educational module. They are communicated interactively through a central module that is often called environment module.
In fact, the student model is a research problem that should be approached from all edges in order to obtain a complete and accurate representation of the students' knowledge.
Some authors take into consideration features such as learning style, knowledge level, personal information or their combination.
The domain module, also called expert module by many authors, provides the knowledge domain and fulfills two different purposes:
• First, to present the subject in an appropriate way for students to acquire the skills and concepts, including the ability to generate questions, explanations, answers and tasks.
• Second, the domain module should be able to address problems, to correct solutions and to accept any valid solutions which have been obtained by different means. In this module, the knowledge to be taught should be didactically organized to facilitate the teaching-learning process.
Additionally, the pedagogical module decides what, how and when to teach the tutor contents, adapting their teaching decisions to students' needs. Some authors refer to such module as a tutor module, since it is responsible for comparing the students' characteristics with teaching content and choosing the best way to make appropriate instructional decisions.
Students modeling using conceptual clustering
Student modeling is the implicit inference method in all ITS to diagnose cognitive-affective student state. As discussed in [8] , ITS are knowledge-based systems that decide what to teach and how to develop the teaching-learning process of a new student through accumulated experiences in the student module. Therefore, in the knowledge-engineering process, it is necessary to determine the behavior of stored models in the student module, so that this analysis helps to elaborate the teaching materials adapted to their distinctive characteristics.
All this consideration implies the treatment of an unsupervised problem, where it is essential to group the students' models according to their degree of similarity and to determine what features distinguish them.
Almost all algorithm models for unsupervised problems provide structuring of the spaces, on which they are applied extensionally, i.e., they determine which objects are in a certain grouping, or what degree belongs to a grouping. In other words, they are given an extensional structure of space.
However, Michalski's conceptual model was an exception.
His algorithm model determines not only what the integration of their groupings is, but also what properties meet the objects belonging to the same grouping. It can be stated that Michalski's algorithms were the first to provide a conceptual structure of space [7] .
Conceptual clustering algorithms can be divided into two groups, incremental and non-incremental algorithms. Incremental algorithms base their operation on the adaptation of the groupings (or concepts) with new objects that are being presented; that is, whenever a new object is given using a certain strategy, it is classified into existing clusters or new groupings are created. On the other hand, non-incremental algorithms structure a sample of objects without assuming that they are given one by one.
The model described in this paper is based on the essential idea of the LC-Conceptual algorithm [11] . This algorithm includes two phases: the first one is the extensional structure, where groups of objects are built based on their similarity and using a grouping criterion. In the intentional structure phase, the property (or concept) that each group of objects meets is constructed.
As a result of the extensional stage, student model groups are obtained. On the intentional stage, concepts associated with each group are generated; these concepts are characterized by having no objects with similar properties in other groups.
An advantage of this stage is that concepts that do not describe group objects are obtained (unobservable objects, see [12] ) although these objects are similar to the ones within the same group. This is very useful during the knowledge engineering phase, as the concepts can be taken into consideration for the development of teaching materials, after a preliminary analysis with the experts where ITS are being developed.
Following, there is a description in pseudo-code of the algorithms included in the proposed model for students modeling using the basic ideas of LC-Conceptual algorithm [11] .
The model consists of two phases: the first one for knowledge engineering and the second phase for student modeling using concepts. In the first stage, the ITS are running, and given a new student model they determine what to teach and how to develop the teaching-learning process.
Phase 1: Students models characterization
The initial matrix (MI) is taken as input, Equation.
(1), where n is the number of features (characteristics that describe student model) and m is the number of objects (model students) which is included in the matrix (Student Module). Algorithm 1, for organizing students in similar groups, is shown in Algorithm 1.
// groups are formed according to similarity among the student's models.
CA // set of concepts associated with each group.
Step 1 Extensional stage of LC-Conceptual // TA is obtained
Step 2 Calculate typical testors using FastBR algorithm [13] // They are calculated from the TM and a set of typical testors (TT) is obtained.
Algorithm 1: Organization of students in similar groups
As the number of typical testors can be large, ordering is required by utility level. Several concepts can be generated out of a typical testor; they may be sufficient to characterize the students' models that comprise them, or it may be necessary to calculate the concepts from several typical testors. Algorithm 2 illustrates algorithm for calculating the testors usefulness.
Phase 2: Student Modeling
This phase implements the student modeling. Given a new student model, it is situated in the most similar group according to its characteristics. This allows adapting students features to didactic materials associated with the group. Algorithm 3, shows how to perform this process. 
where: α > 0, β > 0 and α + β = 1. α and β are two parameters that weigh the influence of P i and L i (frequency of occurrence as Equation. (3) and length of testors as Equation. (4)).
where: |T i | number of testors where feature i appear |T| number of testors |t| number of features that form the T i Testor
Step 2 Selecting the set of relevant features: For each testor ti calculate Equation. (5):
// the calculated amount is the average of the importance of features that make up the testor.
Step 3 Select the p testors higher ψ i (t i ) where p is a parameter related to the problem to be solved and T T ′ is the set of p testors.
Step 4 Intentional stage of LC-Conceptual algorithm. // The concepts associated with each group are calculated from TM and TT'.
Algorithm 2:
Algorithm for calculating the testors usefulness [9] input : TM // groups formed according to similarity between the students' models 
// O t is the new student model, O l concepts and |l| the number of concepts associated with the group i.
Step 2 a. Select as Equation. (7), the max
b. Select the group G i // the objects of group i correspond to student's models who make up the group i, more similar to the new student model. Tables 2 and 3 show two groups making up the training matrix. The concepts covering the observable and unobservable objects are shown, too. For each group unobservable concepts are underlined. 
Suppose Phase 1 is completed, two groups I and II are formed and the most useful typical testor is made up by the features: {r 1 , r 4 ,}. 
According to Table 3 , for objects of Group II, the possible concepts are: {C,1}; {D,1}; {C,0}; {A,1}; {D, O}; {A,0}.
It is important to note that the possible concept {A,1} of Group I is eliminated because it appears in observable concepts of Group II. Furthermore, {D, 0} is an unobservable concept of Group II because its characteristics are typical of this group, but no object in this group fulfills them. The latter is the case in which the analysis with experts in the knowledge area is recommended, as this concept may not necessarily occur.
Phase 2 is described from Example 2.
Example 2: Given a new student model:
O new = {B, E, A, 1, 1} the purpose is to determine the educational material needed to develop a customized educational process.
Example 2.1 The new student model t:
O new = {B, E, A, 1, 1} is compared with the concepts of Group I, and as consistent with the concept {B,-,-,1,-} the student develops the teaching learning process with the teaching material associated to group I.
with Group I concepts, but there are mismatches. Then, it is compared with Group II concepts and this case matches with concept {D,-, -,0,-}. It is an unobservable concept because it does not represent any object in the group. The procedure continues as explained before.
Students modeling validation using the LC-Conceptual algorithm
For the validation of the proposed model, the ITS for studying the basic theory of Logical Combinatorial Pattern Recognition, was used [8] . This system uses the CLASS algorithm [14] from logical combinatorial pattern recognition for clustering (Phase 1 in the proposed model). The holotype of each group is calculated for students modeling only in the initialization stage. The holotype of a group [14] is the object that most closely resembles the other objects within the group. That is, in phase 2 the new model is compared to the holotypes of each group, and the new students can study with the educational material associated to the group whose resemblance to the holotype turned out to be higher. Table 4 shows the comparison of ITS with three different models for studying the basic theory of Logical Combinatorial Pattern Recognition using different methods of knowledge engineering and student modeling.
The expert method described in [15] was used in order to evaluate the model feasibility. Variables were weighed considering the satisfaction frequency and data descriptive analysis was performed using the SPSS statistical package. Firstly, the number of experts was defined Figure 1 Results in experts' evaluation through a probabilistic method and assuming a binomial probability law, with 10% of precision, 1% of errors estimated proportion (average) and a confidence level of 99%. Seven (7) experts were chosen for the study.
The experts were selected according to their knowledge and professional experience on the topic of study. Next, the variables listed below were defined to evaluate the model feasibility: The model is useful for the topic selections that make it possible to describe the students cognitive state.
The experts evaluated each variable on a Likert scale [16] , where 5 represents the expert's complete agreement and 1 the means the expert totally disagrees with the evaluated variable. All the average values resulting from the expert's evaluations exceed the value of 4; therefore, the application of the model is feasible, as shown in Figure 1 .
Finally, the expert variation coefficient of each variable was calculated, and this was lower than 0.20, subsequently there was agreement among the experts.
To validate the student modeling efficiency, k-fold Cross Validation method for k = 10 was carried out. Given a new student model, it was correctly classified and thus a didactic material was assigned in order to customize this process.
From a research conducted in [17] , classic inference measures from rough sets theory are used to compare the model proposed in [9] and the model proposed in this research. This shows that typical testors selection and the inclusion of unobservable objects concepts ensures full coverage of the objects (students models) from the universe (Student Module). This is shown in results obtained by calculating the measures as Equation. (8) and Equation. (9):
Conclusions
As a result of this research, a model is obtained, which can be considered in the ITS development. It offers a new vision for the students modeling using the basic ideas of conceptual clustering algorithms from the logical combinatorial pattern recognition.
The proposed model provides a feasible and effective method for the knowledge engineering stage as shown in the validation performed. Students' Models are grouped in classes (or clusters) according to their degree of similarity and the distinctive features (concepts) that characterize the clusters are determined. The concepts meet the property to ensure there are no student models in other groups with the same characteristics, and they cover the entire universe of objects. According to the authors of this research, this is the most valuable feature of the proposed model.
Having these features allow the development of didactic materials that make up the ITS with a high level of customization. In addition, the validation performed shows effectiveness in student modeling to correctly classify 100% of the selected students' models.
The proposed algorithms are computationally expensive (because of the algorithms for the calculation of the typical testors and the operator to calculate the concepts, both of exponential cost as referred to in the literature revised [7] ), but they are applied only during the knowledge engineering stage as part of the whole work implied in ITS development such as: diagnostic context, implicit methodological work, topic selection, structuring and definition of the pursued objectives. These particularities are among others the basis for the students' characterization and the appropriate instructional materials for each student model.
